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Happy month of July!
Here is to One Nation and One Global Family under God!

CLIFTON NEW JERSEY RAISES THE WFWP FLAG
 
A green and yellow emblem set against a white background waved proudly
in the sky among a sea of red, white and blue on July Fourth this year.
Claire Haider, WFWP Chairwoman of Paterson, New Jersey, looked up
with joy in her heart as she walked by. Through her determined efforts, the
WFWP flag was raised on a tall flagpole outside the Clifton City Hall for
seven days. 

The city of Clifton has a long-standing tradition of displaying flags outside
its city hall, in particular the large collection of US flags honoring veterans
that is exhibited five times a year on the well-known Avenue of Flags. While
the vast majority are US flags, every now and then there is a special flag-
raising ceremony for a particular nation or group. After seeing the flag of
another organization being displayed recently, Claire decided to go to the
city hall herself and inquire how WFWP could also apply to have their flag
raised...

Read More

OPENING OUR HEARTS IN BEAUTIFUL SAVANNAH
 
Our WFWP Georgia chapter was inspired by the Leadership of the Heart
(LOH) curriculum and after experiencing it over a series of Saturdays in late
2017 and early 2018, we decided that the content would be even more
impactful in a retreat setting. It took us a while to put our plan into action but
when a weekend opened up at the Wesley Gardens Retreat in Savannah,
everything began to fall into place...
 

Read More

EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO AN EDUCATION:
WFWP GIVES THE OPPORTUNITY!
 
July is Schools of Africa month! Chapters around the country are
organizing fundraisers and YOU as an individual can also take part.
Contact your local chapter to support their fundraiser or give directly
through our website, by clicking here.
 
The right to education. Since the destructive 15-year civil war in
Mozambique ended in 1992, there has been a serious lack of secondary
schools for the nation's children, which makes it very difficult for any child to
progress to university. High school and university education means
students gain the skills they need to be employable, lessening the
likelihood of poverty. Education also proves to be a key factor in a person's
level of resilience and adaptability...

Read More

PLANTING THE SEEDS OF TOMORROW: LUNIS
KINDERWORLD IN NEPAL COMPLETED
 
“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the
world.” – Nelson Mandela
 
Most, if not all, of us have some memory of being significantly impacted by
a teacher. For me, it was my 5th grade homeroom teacher, Mrs. Benoit.
Coming from a family full of educators, I understand the importance of
schools, teachers, and a solid education on the life of a child. For those
children who have the opportunity to attend school full- or part-time, many
of their waking hours are spent interacting with teachers and other students
in the classroom. Not only are their intellects formed within those walls (or
outdoors!), but also their hearts and characters, in lessons that will last
most of their lives. As you can imagine, a positive or negative experience
can have significant repercussions.
 
Which is why, in 2016, Purushottam Karki and his wife set out with a
commitment to create a loving and stimulating learning environment for the
children of their rural village in Nepal...

Read More

THANK YOU, TANYA!
 
On behalf of everyone at WFWP USA, we would like to express our
great appreciation for the amazing heart and investment of Tanya
Chandler as the chairwoman of WFWP MD for the past year. She
brought a lot of energy and creativity to the chapter, developing new
programs such as the monthly Connect & Rekindle meet-ups, and used her
passion for education to take the Leadership of the Heart series to new
heights as well as launch the Cornerstone for Happiness seminar locally.
 
Our sister Tanya will be sorely missed here in the United States, and we
wish her well as she embarks on a new adventure in England together with
her husband Chris. Thank you for everything, Tanya, and good luck!
We would like to share Tanya’s heartfelt letter addressed to WFWP USA
chairwomen below, which she wrote on July 9th, 2019...

Read More

FAMILY IS THE SCHOOL OF LOVE!
 
 As we are approaching Parents' Day, which is celebrated nationally on
the fourth Sunday of July, we’d like to take a moment to appreciate all
parents for their unconditional love and care for their children, even
when it gets very challenging at times. WFWP values the family as the
school of love and recognizes the God-given value of women as nurturers
and care-givers. In the article below, WFWP Montana Representative
Marguerite Felig shares thoughts and anecdotes on these topics, drawn
from two discussions that took place in Billings, Montana in the month of
May...

Read More

Upcoming WFWP Events: Global and Local
 
Check out the calendar for exciting upcoming events!

Read More

WE'D LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU!
PLEASE SEND YOUR FEEDBACK, CONTRIBUTIONS & IDEAS TO:

wfwp.newsletter@gmail.com

Women's Federation for World Peace USA
www.wfwp.us
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